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Rebound & Keep Moving! is the key that unlocks the Christian way of life. After
salvation the sin nature remains a relentless adversary, tempting the believer to
sin and live in carnality. When the believer sins, fellowship with God is destroyed,
the filling of the Holy Spirit is temporarily lost, and spiritual progress ceases.
Rebound is the simplest yet most incredible concept in the spiritual life. Rebound
defeats sin. Guilt, anguish, remorse over past failures vanish knowing that God
forgives and forgets all past sins. Rebound is our access to intimacy with the
Lord, the gateway to divine power in our lives, our license to serve the Lord.
Rebound opens the door to the wonderful freedom the grace of God offers to
every believer in Jesus Christ. For more information, visit rbthieme.org
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who seek to
know God better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical truths and has been called a
"soul-stirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."
The breakthrough book that has helped over half a million Christians worldwide
since 1989! Classic Christianity—Bob George’s eye-opening distillation of the lifetransforming truths of the gospel—now has a fresh cover and interior that reflect
the up-to-the-minute relevance of its message. Like so many Christians, Bob
George started out in love with Jesus, only to end up feeling disappointed and
empty. Drawing on his struggles and his teaching and counseling experience,
Bob cuts to the heart of believers’ common questions... Doesn’t God expect me
to clean up my act before I approach Him? I know God loves me—but does He
accept me? I’m saved and forgiven... do I just wait for heaven now? In Classic
Christianity, believers will see the way back to the life Jesus provided—a life set
free from the law’s bondage, lived in the newness of the Spirit, and secure in the
Father’s affection. Find out more at www.classicchristianity.com.
This volume--the work of a lifetime--brings together all the Joseph Smith
Translation manuscript in a remarkable and useful way. Now, for the first time,
readers can take a careful look at the complete text, along with photos of several
actual manuscript pages. The book contains a typographic transcription of all the
original manuscripts, unedited and preserved exactly as dictated by the Prophet
Joseph and recorded by his scribes. In addition, this volume features essays on
the background, doctrinal contributions, and editorial procedures involved in the
Joseph Smith Translation, as well as the history of the manuscripts since Joseph
Smith's day.
"God's plan is to unite all things in Jesus, things in heaven and earth."
(Ephesians 1:10) What does God unite us to in Christ?* To the reality of His
calling, riches, and power* To one another by the work of Christ* To God's plan
for the ages* To Christ's love* To our society, in the home and workplace* To the
spiritual war we are destined to engage in"Our world is fragmented. Nature is
divided and at war with itself. Classes of people are at constant odds with one
another. Nations wage war against others. Ethnicities hate and attack others.
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Religions battle. Genders clash. Most of all, God and humanity are divided. But
the plan of God in Christ is to crush all this fragmentation." (Chapter 1,
Participation in God's Mysterious Plan)In Christ Unites, Nate Holdridge takes you
on a journey through Paul's letter to the Ephesian church. There, Jesus is seen
as the head of the church, the originator of a new humanity designed to carry out
His will. Each chapter tackles a different dimension of Christ's work at unifying all
things to Himself, at His purpose and plan for His people.
Examines the ways in which the gospel is contradicted by the American dream
and challenges Christians to join in a one-year experiment in authentic
discipleship that promises spiritual transformation through the word of God.
A Study Guide and a Teacher’s Manual Gospel Principles was written both as a
personal study guide and as a teacher’s manual. As you study it, seeking the
Spirit of the Lord, you can grow in your understanding and testimony of God the
Father, Jesus Christand His Atonement, and the Restoration of the gospel. You
can find answers to life’s questions, gain an assurance of your purpose and selfworth, and face personal and family challenges with faith.
Matthew Henry had the rare ability to express profound spiritual insights with simplicity and
eloquence. Over the years his writings have been read for both their scholarship and devotion,
and none more than the classic Commentary on the Whole Bible. Now you can read the very
best of Matthew Henry in this new edition of his famous commentary. A valuable source of
reference and sermon material with a clear modern typeface, this classic is a treasure for
pastors, students, Bible teachers, and devotional readers alike!
The National Directory for the Formation, Ministry, and Life of Permanent Deacons in the
United States "is an important point of reference for those Churches in which the permanent
diaconate is a living and active reality." It contains the guidelines and directives to be used
when preparing or updating a diaconate program and formulating policies for the ministry and
life of deacons. This volume also includes Basic Standards for Readiness for the formation of
permanent deacons in the United States from the Bishops' Committee on the Diaconate and
the committee document Visit of Consultation Teams to Diocesan Permanent Diaconate
Formation Programs. Book jacket.
Combining the best and most recent evangelical Christian scholarship with the highly regarded
ESV text, the ESV Study Bible is the most comprehensive study Bible ever published.
The standard editions of the 1611 King James Bible (or Authorised Version) currently available
give, with little variation, the text as established by the Oxford edition of 1769. They give the
reader, therefore, a seventeenth-century text in mid-eighteenth century clothes - clothes which
are neither original nor modern. In this new edition of the King James Version the text has
been collated with the translators' original work in order to give the reader as closely as
possible the exact text on which the translators decided. It has also been given consistent
modern spelling and presentation in order to make it easier to read and study than standard
editions. The text is presented is paragraph form, with marginal notes. The type is 10/12.5
Swift.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611,
coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged
as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class literary
writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the
spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
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literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
ESV Illuminated Scripture Journal: Romans pairs the entirety of the book of Romans with a
lightly dotted blank page opposite each page of Bible text and hand-lettered illustrations
interspersed throughout--providing space to creatively engage with and reflect on the Word of
God.
THIS BOOK (7X10 PAPERBACK) CONTAINS 14PT FONT FOR EASIER READING. (THE
AVERAGE BIBLE CONTAINS 6PT FONT LETTERING.) The Gospel According to John is one
of the four canonical gospels in the New Testament. It traditionally appears fourth, after the
synoptic gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke. John begins with the witness and affirmation of
John the Baptist and concludes with the death, burial, resurrection, and post-resurrection
appearances of Jesus.
"John 1-10: I Am the Bread of Life "is an excellent way to introduce young adults to the book of
John and the life-changing message of Jesus in this Gospel. As John sees it, we human
beings need God. We need God's light in our lives, his power to energize us. But for the most
part we are not very aware of this need because we spend our lives running around looking for
one thing after another, preoccupied with meeting our material and social needs. We tend to
see God as the provider of earthly blessings rather than the source of something much more
important. And of course, we also tend to ignore God and instead work to satisfy our own
desires. John tells us how God tries to break through the barrier of our earthly thinking by
entering into our world personally. Designed as a guided discovery, Six Weeks with the Bible
for Catholic Teens introduces high school students to different books of the Bible by integrating
the biblical text with insightful questions to help youth discern what Scripture means for their
lives today. The series provides students with a clear explanation of Biblical text, opportunities
for prayer, and a means to enter into conversation with God.
Every chapter of the Bible summarised in 140 characters or less. These summaries originally
appeared as the @biblesummary project on Twitter. For three-and-a-half years, Chris Juby
posted one tweet per chapter, one chapter per day to 30,000 folowers, finishing the project in
November 2013. This edition is the full archive of all 1,189 summaries.
"Its pages contain a new Catholic version of the Bible in English ... along with explanations that
facilitate the understanding of the text."--Vatican insert
Holy Bible, New International VersionThe Holy BibleNew International VersionThe Gospel
According to JohnAuthorized King James VersionCanongate U.S.
Revision of the author's Ph.D. thesis, submitted to the University of Sydney in 2010.
In 1974 Charles W. Colson pleaded guilty to Watergate-related offenses and, after a
tumultuous investigation, served seven months in prison. In his search for meaning and
purpose in the face of the Watergate scandal, Colson penned Born Again. This unforgettable
memoir shows a man who, seeking fulfillment in success and power, found it, paradoxically, in
national disgrace and prison. In more than three decades since its initial publication, Born
Again has brought hope and encouragement to millions. This remarkable story of new life
continues to influence lives around the world. This expanded edition includes a brand-new
introduction and a new epilogue by Colson, recounting the writing of his bestselling book and
detailing some of the ways his background and ministry have brought hope and
encouragement to so many.
Now girls can discover God's special plan for them to become women of true Christian
character in these unique study Bibles designed just for them. The CSB Study Bible for Girls
includes these features specially designed for the unique needs and interests girls ages 8 to
12: - Book introductions. Descriptive features that highlight the contents of each book of the
Bible. - Good Morning, God. Brief devotionals that encourage girls to read, think, and pray
about their personal lives and relationships. - Genuine Heroines. Biographical sketches of
women girls can admire and emulate. - Women's World. Details what life was like for a woman
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in Bible times. - Be All You Can Be. Challenges girls to act appropriately, make right decisions,
and choose worthwhile values. - Drawings, illustrations, and maps. Supplements to assist
understanding of the Bible in proper context. Alongside the Christian Standard Bible
translation, these features help girls discover a healthy and godly personal identity, guiding
them past culture's deceptive stereotypes and into sound and successful relationships with
God and others.

The Study Bible for Women will equip you to reach deep into God’s Word. Perhaps the
single most powerful aspect of this Bible are the “threads” of specialized study
thoughtfully woven throughout, pointing you to God’s larger story and allowing the Holy
Spirit to write His revealed truths on your heart. In The Study Bible for Women, you’ll
join a host of other women, all academically trained in the original languages of the
Bible and passionate about God’s Word, for an intimately deep dive into Scripture that
will equip you to unlock the riches and majesty of His Word, and ignite a passion to
mentor others in your life to do the same. The Study Bible for Women includes the full
text of the Holman Christian Standard Bible, a clear, contemporary English translation
that's faithful to the original languages of the Bible. Features include extensive
commentary notes, word studies, answers to hard questions, doctrinal notes, Biblical
womanhood articles, character profiles, Written on My Heart applications, extensive
book introductions, presentation pages, in-text maps, charts & timelines, full-color maps
section and concordance.
If you want to know what a heart fully committed to Jesus looks like in real-world terms,
this book is for you. Dave Kinnan tackles the question and answers with a helpful and
practical look at what it means to live a life of Love, Generosity, and focused Mission
The NIV Study Bible is the #1 bestselling study Bible in the world's most popular
modern English Bible translation---the New International Version. This best-loved NIV
Study Bible features a stunning four-color interior with full-color photographs, maps,
charts, and illustrations. One look inside this stylish white Italian Duo-Tone™ edition
reveals why this Bible is a favorite for over nine million people.
From the moment you pick it up, you'll know it's a classic. Featuring the word-for-word
accuracy of the New King James Version, The MacArthur Study Bible is perfect for
serious study. Dr. John MacArthur has compiled more than 20,000 study notes, a
200-page topical index, and numerous charts, maps, outlines, and articles to create
The MacArthur Study Bible. No other study Bible does such a thorough job of
explaining the historical context, unfolding the meaning of the text, and placing it within
a theological framework. "Unleashing God's Truth, One Verse at a Time®" is a
registered trademark of Grace to You. All rights reserved.
Find out how to continue in Christ from 1 John, so that we will be confident and
unashamed when he returns.
This document's purpose is to spell out the Church's understanding of the nature of
revelation--the process whereby God communicates with human beings. It touches
upon questions about Scripture, tradition, and the teaching authority of the Church. The
major concern of the document is to proclaim a Catholic understanding of the Bible as
the "word of God." Key elements include: Trinitarian structure, roles of apostles and
bishops, and biblical reading in a historical context.
Chained up in the hold of a French warship, Lusignan’s only hope of escape rests with
his captor - Captain Paul. A man with a mysterious past, Captain Paul is transporting
Lusignan to exile in the West Indies. Little does he know that his mission is a sham. His
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prisoner is an innocent man, framed because he fell in love with a Count's daughter.
Once the truth is revealed, Paul and Lusignan return to France, determined to seek
justice. Inspired by the real life of American Revolutionary War hero John Paul Jones,
"Captain Paul" is a rollicking melodrama, packed with action and romance. A fine
precursor to Dumas’ later classics, it's especially recommended for fans of naval
adventures, like C.S. Forester’s "Hornblower" series. Alexandre Dumas (1802 - 1870)
was a hugely popular 19th Century French writer. Born of mixed French and Haitian
heritage, Dumas first rose to prominence in Paris as a playwright, but later gained
international fame with his historical fiction. Often co-authored with other writers, these
stories wove together swashbuckling adventure, romance, and real events from
France’s past. Among the best known are "The Three Musketeers", and its sequels
"Twenty Years After", and "Le Vicomte de Bragelonne: Ten Years Later". Set across
four decades, this trilogy follows the rise of the dashing D’Artagnan—from hot-headed
soldier to trusted captain under Louis XIV. Dumas’ other novels include "The Count of
Monte Cristo" and "The Black Tulip". His works have been adapted into more than 200
movies, including The Man in the Iron Mask starring Leonardo DiCaprio.
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the twentieth century to the
first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make the return
journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning of the passage
but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information they offer is
valuable--but the job is only half done! The NIV Application Commentary Series helps
us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new and unique series shows readers
how to bring an ancient message into modern context. It explains not only what the
Bible means but also how it can speak powerfully today.
John Reynolds Gardiner's classic action-packed adventure story about a thrilling
dogsled race has captivated readers for more than thirty years. Based on a Rocky
Mountain legend, Stone Fox tells the story of Little Willy, who lives with his grandfather
in Wyoming. When Grandfather falls ill, he is no longer able to work the farm, which is
in danger of foreclosure. Little Willy is determined to win the National Dogsled Race—the
prize money would save the farm and his grandfather. But he isn't the only one who
desperately wants to win. Willy and his brave dog Searchlight must face off against
experienced racers, including a Native American man named Stone Fox, who has
never lost a race. Exciting and heartwarming, this novel has sold millions of copies and
was named a New York Times Outstanding Children's Book.
This is the best-selling one-volume Bible dictionary. More than 5,000 entries include
discussions of historical, geographical, chronological, and biographical aspects of the
Bible, as well as articles on theological subjects; more than 700 pictures are included
as well.
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